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Rural Environment: OverviewRural Environment: Overview

1)1) Definitional issues and translationDefinitional issues and translation

2)2) Survey of contemporary problemsSurvey of contemporary problems

3)3) Historicizing environment and society: Historicizing environment and society: 
modernity and the colonial periodmodernity and the colonial period

4)4) A view from rural areasA view from rural areas



1) Definitions and translation1) Definitions and translation

►►What is the What is the ““environmentenvironment”” in Southeast in Southeast 
Asia?Asia?

►►Does this term have the same meaning in Does this term have the same meaning in 
SEAsianSEAsian cultures as it does in the US?cultures as it does in the US?

►►These questions invite comparisons, both These questions invite comparisons, both 
for us and for our students.for us and for our students.



Definitions and translationDefinitions and translation

oo What does What does ““environmentenvironment”” mean?mean?

oo Do we include or exclude people?Do we include or exclude people?

oo Are people natural?Are people natural?

oo Definitions do not reflect East/West binary Definitions do not reflect East/West binary 
but more rural/urban, traditional/modernbut more rural/urban, traditional/modern……

oo Argue that ecology, environment and nature Argue that ecology, environment and nature 
are terms that are inextricably culture are terms that are inextricably culture 
bound.bound.



Definitions and translationDefinitions and translation

►►Indonesian language demonstrates same Indonesian language demonstrates same 
tension b/w including/excluding humans in tension b/w including/excluding humans in 
““environmentenvironment””

LingkunganLingkungan vs. vs. LingkunganLingkungan hiduphidup

Term is used among formally educated people, Term is used among formally educated people, 
largely middle class, urban residents (i.e. largely middle class, urban residents (i.e. 
newspaper readers)newspaper readers)



Definitions and translationDefinitions and translation

►►How do people in rural Southeast Asia How do people in rural Southeast Asia 
understand the understand the ““environmentenvironment””??

Argue that Argue that ““envenv”” is more embedded in societyis more embedded in society

Has economic/social/religious/cultural Has economic/social/religious/cultural 
significancesignificance

►►Look for Look for ““envenv”” in terms such as forest, in terms such as forest, 
grassland, river, garden; in other words, grassland, river, garden; in other words, 
descriptors with functional significance.descriptors with functional significance.



Definitions and translationDefinitions and translation

►►Compare with modern understanding of Compare with modern understanding of 
““envenv”” as autonomous sphere separable from as autonomous sphere separable from 
human activityhuman activity

►►““naturenature”” is a sociois a socio--cultural categorycultural category

►►Environment: Environment: set of interacting ecological set of interacting ecological 
and anthropomorphic relationships and anthropomorphic relationships 
encompassing surrounding flora and fauna.encompassing surrounding flora and fauna.



2) Survey of 2) Survey of EnvEnv. Problems. Problems

2a) Loss and degradation of agricultural land 2a) Loss and degradation of agricultural land 

2b) Clean water / air availability and pollution 2b) Clean water / air availability and pollution 

2c) Impact of 2c) Impact of megaprojectsmegaprojects

2d) Decline in area and species richness in 2d) Decline in area and species richness in 
marine environmentsmarine environments

2e) Decline in area and species richness in 2e) Decline in area and species richness in 
terrestrial environmentsterrestrial environments



2a) Loss and degradation of 2a) Loss and degradation of 
agricultural landagricultural land

►►Population centers tend to congregate in Population centers tend to congregate in 
areas of long, historical areas of long, historical setttlementsetttlement, esp. , esp. 
deltas and alluvial plains deltas and alluvial plains 

►►Ex: Bangkok, Surabaya, Hanoi, ManilaEx: Bangkok, Surabaya, Hanoi, Manila

►►Dynamics of urban expansion (Erik)Dynamics of urban expansion (Erik)



2a) Urbanization 2a) Urbanization 
and and agag landland

►► Map of land useMap of land use

►► Old data (1969) still Old data (1969) still 
instructiveinstructive

►► Note urban centers of Note urban centers of 
Bangkok and Hanoi Bangkok and Hanoi 
overlap with river overlap with river 
deltasdeltas

►► River deltas very River deltas very 
important for rice important for rice 
agricultureagriculture



2b) Air/Water2b) Air/Water

►► Note urban growth on Note urban growth on 
JavaJava

►► Settlement on Borneo Settlement on Borneo 
illustrates how illustrates how 
settlements and traffic  settlements and traffic  
follow waterfollow water

Land use therefore Land use therefore 
shows watershedsshows watersheds

Problems of fireProblems of fire



2c) 2c) MegaprojectsMegaprojects: : BakunBakun Dam, MalaysiaDam, Malaysia



2c) 2c) MegaprojectsMegaprojects: Resettlement & landscape : Resettlement & landscape 
transformation in transformation in 

Indonesia (E. Borneo) and Vietnam (C. Highlands)Indonesia (E. Borneo) and Vietnam (C. Highlands)



2d) Marine Environment: Mangrove & Coral2d) Marine Environment: Mangrove & Coral

►► Mangrove forests ring Mangrove forests ring 
calmer seas of regioncalmer seas of region

►► Provide nursery habitat Provide nursery habitat 
& shore stabilization& shore stabilization

►► Threatened by shrimp Threatened by shrimp 
farmsfarms



2d) Marine Environment: Mangrove & Coral2d) Marine Environment: Mangrove & Coral

►► Coral reefs found in Coral reefs found in 
clear waters of regionclear waters of region

►► High species richnessHigh species richness

►► Tight nutrient cyclingTight nutrient cycling

►► Threatened by Threatened by 
damaging fishing damaging fishing 
practices and global practices and global 
warmingwarming



2e) Terrestrial environments: forest2e) Terrestrial environments: forest



Deforestation narratives: conservation and stateDeforestation narratives: conservation and state



Deforestation: temporary vs. permanentDeforestation: temporary vs. permanent



Why are Southeast AsiaWhy are Southeast Asia’’s forests important?s forests important?

►► large areas of primary tropical forest;large areas of primary tropical forest;

►► in terms of area, highest rate of deforestation in in terms of area, highest rate of deforestation in 
world since 1980;world since 1980;

►► home to indigenous people, reliant on resources;home to indigenous people, reliant on resources;

►► exceedingly high biodiversity and species richness;exceedingly high biodiversity and species richness;

►► political leaders and entrepreneurs see forest as political leaders and entrepreneurs see forest as 
natural resource to be exploited for purposes of natural resource to be exploited for purposes of 
national development and/or personal enrichment;  national development and/or personal enrichment;  
Drives frontierDrives frontier--making.making.



Forest types: varietyForest types: variety



Charismatic Charismatic megafaunamegafauna: : 
babirusababirusa (pig(pig--deer) & deer) & orangutanorangutan (man of forest)(man of forest)



4) Historical perspectives: 4) Historical perspectives: 
modernity, colonialism, landscape changemodernity, colonialism, landscape change

►►Teak production in Southeast Asia (Teak production in Southeast Asia (espesp Java Java 
and Burma)and Burma)

-- Nancy Nancy PelusoPeluso: : Rich Forests, Poor PeopleRich Forests, Poor People

►►Plantation development across region (ex: Plantation development across region (ex: 
Sumatra)Sumatra)

-- Ann Ann StolerStoler: : Capitalism and ConfrontationCapitalism and Confrontation

►►Protected areas began in this era.Protected areas began in this era.



Teak Production: Burma and JavaTeak Production: Burma and Java



Plantations: rubber, coffee, tobacco, oilPlantations: rubber, coffee, tobacco, oil



Colonialism and modernityColonialism and modernity

►►Progress? Improvement?Progress? Improvement?

►►Would argue that same processes of capital Would argue that same processes of capital 
accumulation, state accumulation, state territorializationterritorialization, new , new 
ideas of environment, local adaptation and ideas of environment, local adaptation and 
resistance drive contemporary land use resistance drive contemporary land use 
changes;  changes;  

►►Between colonial and nationBetween colonial and nation--state eras, was state eras, was 
a half century pause in high rates of a half century pause in high rates of 
resource extraction (national revolutions resource extraction (national revolutions 
and Cold War): began anew in 1970sand Cold War): began anew in 1970s--80s. 80s. 



5) A environmental view from rural areas5) A environmental view from rural areas

►►Argued need to understand contextual Argued need to understand contextual 
environmental perspectives;environmental perspectives;

►►Environmental Environmental ““problemsproblems”” may be seen may be seen 
differently;differently;

►►Historical roots of landscape changes;Historical roots of landscape changes;

►►Encourage comparisons with Upstate New Encourage comparisons with Upstate New 
York.York.



Annual changes: seasons and monsoonsAnnual changes: seasons and monsoons



Climate disturbanceClimate disturbance

►► Seasonality of rainfall Seasonality of rainfall 
(duration and volume) (duration and volume) 
is crucial to farmersis crucial to farmers

►► Climate change poses Climate change poses 
large risklarge risk

-- Increased levels of Increased levels of 
disturbancedisturbance



Agriculture in US and SEA: inviting a comparisonAgriculture in US and SEA: inviting a comparison

►►US agriculture: small portion of population US agriculture: small portion of population 
(< 4%) actively involved vs. majority in SEA(< 4%) actively involved vs. majority in SEA

►►US US agag: large size of average holdings 487 : large size of average holdings 487 
acres in 1997 (USDA) vs. 7.5 acres in SEAacres in 1997 (USDA) vs. 7.5 acres in SEA

-- New York State: New York State: avgavg size of 207 acres in size of 207 acres in 
2003 (USDA) 2003 (USDA) 



Agricultural labor in SEAAgricultural labor in SEA



Agricultural land in SEAAgricultural land in SEA----ricerice



““RiceRice”” in English, Vietnamese, and Indonesianin English, Vietnamese, and Indonesian

““RICERICE””EnglishEnglish

FieldField HuskedHusked CookedCooked

VietnameseVietnamese LLúúaa GGạạoo CơmCơm

IndonesianIndonesian PadiPadi BerasBeras NasiNasi



SEA SEA agag: irrigated (: irrigated (sawahsawah) ) & & drylanddryland ((ladangladang))



Spatial dimension of Spatial dimension of 
agricultureagriculture

►► Upland areas are Upland areas are 
primarily dryprimarily dry--landland

►► Lowland areas are Lowland areas are 
primarily irrigatedprimarily irrigated

►► Historically, uplands Historically, uplands 
semisemi--autonomousautonomous

►► Two zones are Two zones are 
connected and formed connected and formed 
relationallyrelationally



Green RevolutionGreen Revolution

►►Part of Cold War (Red vs. Green Revolution)Part of Cold War (Red vs. Green Revolution)

►►Focus on yields per unit area through Focus on yields per unit area through 
development and cultivation of development and cultivation of ““high high 
yielding varietiesyielding varieties”” of rice (of rice (espesp) ) 

►►Costs: reduced genetic diversity (increase Costs: reduced genetic diversity (increase 
pest/disease susceptibility); increased rural pest/disease susceptibility); increased rural 
stratification, dependence on technology, stratification, dependence on technology, 
water use, and land concentration.water use, and land concentration.



Broader significance of agricultureBroader significance of agriculture

►► Structures Structures ““environmentalenvironmental”” relationships such as relationships such as 
use of forest/marine resources and their trade;use of forest/marine resources and their trade;

►► Agricultural calendar influences broader social Agricultural calendar influences broader social 
activities (activities (““total calendartotal calendar””))

Bali: indigenous calendar of 210 daysBali: indigenous calendar of 210 days——follows rice follows rice 
growth cycle;growth cycle;

Bali: Bali: subakssubaks are irrigation districts w/ religious leaders are irrigation districts w/ religious leaders 
deciding on flows;deciding on flows;

SumbaSumba: festivals and ceremonies follow rice calendar: festivals and ceremonies follow rice calendar
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